IT strategies for helping
workers stay flexible and focused.
Like most business leaders, you likely joined the recent scramble to transition workers from
office to home and (possibly) back again. You’ve had a lot on your plate—overseeing remote
access and virtual meeting apps, solving new security issues, and trying to make do with
aging or outdated PC hardware. How do you lead your workforce forward from here?

Support your people—wherever work happens.

According to ITDMs, after 2020,

49% of workers will
be WFH at least part of the time.1

Although some organizations are entertaining the
idea of going entirely remote, most are considering
a blended approach. The hybrid workplace

is an opportunity to increase the
productivity and satisfaction of your workers
by offering the ability to be on-site or remote.

At the conclusion of a recent study conducted by Harvard Business Review, which
surveyed a diverse group of remote workers across the U.S., the authors said:
Helping employees “build both work-from-home and work-from-office
muscles” and “share the realities—the advantages and disadvantages—of each… will allow
organizations to use this unique time period to conduct experiments to find out what works best for
them and leave them better-positioned—not just in terms of real estate cost per employee but also
in terms of employee performance—for whatever the future of work brings next.”2

Shore up hardware and firmware security.
Consider this:
What would you do if a security attack
was so destructive that it required
your team to reimage all the PCs in
your fleet—by hand? Unfortunately,
it has happened.3
Constant vigilance is now essential to
combat a staggering increase in security
threats, including a rise in sophisticated
malware that uses advanced technologies
like machine learning, and the possibility
of dangerous firmware attacks. You need
foundational protection in, on, and above
the OS to help in that battle, instead of
relying solely on third-party software.

It’s true that older hardware and OSs are
more vulnerable to attacks, because the
longer a technology has been out in the
market, the more time hackers have had to
find ways to breach it. Plus, older security
measures were engineered more from a
software perspective, and old equipment
may not support updates that protect
against the latest threats.
This vulnerability doesn’t put just a single
PC at risk; it could compromise your entire
network. That’s why it’s so important to
make sure your devices are able to detect
and prevent threats and recover quickly if
there is a breach.

Look for:
• Devices that provide resilience
against newly-emerging and
as-yet-unknown threats
• Security that starts deep inside at
the firmware layer (BIOS) and works
below, in, and above the OS
• Hardware-enforced security features
that don’t rely on the diligence of
your workers to be effective

Make virtual collaboration
easier and more productive
Virtual collaboration was already growing more popular
before this year, and now it’s proven to be a crucial
business tool that keeps people connected when they
can’t to meet face-to-face.
According to the Global Work-from-Home Experience
Survey 2020, after self-discipline, the second-mostsignificant driver of work-from-home success is
high-quality remote collaboration.4

Help people connect and
collaborate with the right tech:
• Performance, speed, and power to share large files and
complex ideas remotely and without interruption
• Easy-to-use remote meeting and collaboration tools
across data-flow management systems and apps
• High-res displays and crisp, clear sound
• Mobile-friendly features like long-lasting battery life and
fast battery charging

Get the best of Windows 10 Pro
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Windows 10 Pro offers simple, flexible management and powerful protection you can trust. However, using Windows 10 with
hardware older than four years has limitations, including:
Lack of support for new security updates: Without
updates, outdated devices are vulnerable and could
compromise your data and network.
Lack of manageability: Older devices don’t take
advantage of the remote management features
you get with Windows 10 Pro and the Intel® vPro®
platform which simplify security for your employees
on either side of the firewall.

Inability to utilize remote work features like
Microsoft Teams fully.

Plus, PCs older than four years can cost
1.5 times as much in repairs in addition to
maintenance costs 5,6.

Move your business forward, faster.
Today, work can happen anywhere—and now your business can move forward faster with an exceptional Windows 10 Pro
experience on HP Elite Notebooks powered by Intel® vPro® processors.
HP offers the world’s most secure and manageable PCs.7 HP Elite Notebooks are made for today’s challenges—with hardwareenforced security features and layers of protection below, inside, and above the OS to prevent threats proactively and recover
quickly in the event of a breach. Sleek and light, Elite Notebooks offer advanced features like secure, wide-angle webcams,
hardened security features like self-healing BIOS, 5G and 4G LTE connectivity, Audio by Bang & Olufsen, HP Noise Cancellation, and
the power and performance for smooth virtual collaboration. Together with Windows 10 Pro and the Intel® vPro® platform, you get
the latest software and out-of-the-box hardware security features to help defend your devices and your business.

When your IT is at its best, so are your people. Learn more

HP EliteBook 800 Series

HP EliteDesk 800 AiO

HP EliteBook 1000 Series

Meet the demands of your multi-task, multi-place
workday with a beautifully designed, powerful and
highly secure EliteBook 800 Series.

Elevate expectations of what an AiO can do with
powerful, secure, no-compromise solution in a
stunning design for those on the front lines
of business.

Powerful, precision-crafted, and versatile PCs
that adapt to the way you get life done.
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